
Video seminars

Low vision:

Videos Duration Free / Pay
Medical Basics 13:38 Free
Visual requirements for reading and test devices 06:55 Free
Magnification and lighting requirements 14:10 Free
Principles of providing low vision care 16:42 Pay
Practice of providing low vision care 19:57 Pay
Total 71:22 €57.98

Videos Duration Free / Pay
Types of magnification 10:08 Free
Fitting binocular and monocular high addition spectacles  16:33 Pay
Total 26:41 €32.77

Videos Duration Free / Pay
History of optical magnifiers and quality features 16:08 Free
SCHWEIZER magnifiers and their application areas 10:01 Free
Dispensing optical magnifiers 12:00 Pay
Principles of fitting optical magnifiers 14:35 Pay
Fitting optical magnifiers in 5 steps 03:21 Pay
Practice of fitting optical magnifiers 30:40 Pay
Total 86:45 €49.58

Videos Duration Free / Pay

Lighting and illumination for visually impaired people 08:19 Free
Total 16:35 /

Lighting plays a major role when providing professional help 
to people with low vision. However, some fundamental 
differences must be considered when selecting the 
appropriate aid. This seminar provides all relevant 
information about the topic of lighting.

Free

Optical magnifiers play a key role when it comes to low 
vision solutions. The following seminar provides an overview 
of the various aspects to be considered to successfully fit 
and dispense optical magnifiers.

Low vision lighting

Lighting needs of visually impaired people and illumination 
requirements for low vision   

08:16

This seminar provides a comprehensive overview of the 
fundamental aspects to be considered when offering low 
vision services. Starting with the medical basics and the 
requirements for determining values relevant for low vision 
care.

Fundamental aspects of low vision service

High addition spectacles

High addition spectacles play a key role when it comes to 
low vision solutions. The following seminar provides an 
overview of the various aspects to be considered to 
successfully fit and dispense high addition spectacles.

Dispensing basics for optical magnifiers
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Video seminars

Videos Duration Free / Pay
Types of magnification 10:08 Free
Selection criteria for telescopic systems 07:29 Free
Frame-mounted Galilean telescopic systems 11:49 Free
Fitting telescopic spectacles binoculary for distance vision 11:03 Pay
Fitting telescopic spectacles monoculary for near vision 06:08 Pay
Mechanical fitting of telescopic spectacles 09:19 Pay
Assembling telescopic spectacles 05:24 Pay
Total 61:20 €49.58

Blue blocking and comfort filters

Videos Duration Free / Pay
Medical Basics 13:38 Free
Magnification and lighting requirements 14:10 Free
Characteristics and use of blue blocking and comfort filters 10:15 Pay
Total 38:03 €41.18

People with reduced visual acuity often also experience 
lower contrast sensitivity. Special blue blocking and comfort 
filters can provide help in this context. This video details 
their characteristic features, explains the difference between 
regular sunglasses and spectacles with these filter lenses, 
and shows that they are also ideal for people with good 
eyesight.

Fitting Galilean telescopic spectacles

Telescopic spectacles are among the few visual aids that can 
be used for distance and near viewing alike when combined 
with front caps. This seminar will show you how easy it is to 
fit these spectacles when using a structured approach.
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Video seminars

Medicine:

Videos Duration Free / Pay
AMD basics 08:46 Free
Diagnosis of AMD 09:14 Pay
AMD treatment 09:26 Pay
Special aspects of low vision refraction 22:07 Pay
Low vision aids for macular degeneration 22:15 Pay
Total 71:48 €83.19

Videos Duration Free / Pay
Cataract basics 08:37 Free
Diagnosis of cataracts 06:57 Pay
Cataract treatment 13:24 Pay
Low vision aids for preoperative cataracts 20:47 Pay
Low vision aids for postoperative cataracts 15:42 Pay
Total 65:27 €83.19

Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is an eye disorder 
that most likely occurs after the age of 50 and affects the 
centre of the retina. It can lead to the loss of central vision 
and reading ability. Learn everything you need to know 
about the causes of AMD, possible therapies and aids 
available in low vision care.

The natural lens of the eye invariably tends to become 
cloudy sooner or later. This can be attributed to the normal 
aging process, but also to pathological changes. As a result, 
the visual acuity deteriorates. This video seminar explains 
possible causes and options for medical treatment and 
shows the visual aids which are available for pre- and 
postoperative cataract care.

Causes (aetiology) of cataracts

Causes of AMD and possible visual aids
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